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This invention pertains to the
general field of liquid filter or
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screening units wherein
screening is accomplished by
filtering or screening media or
filtering media, by centrifugal

force. Such units are commonly
referred to as "vortex filters,"
because the filtering action
takes place in the rotating
liquid, which surrounds a

cylindrical shell having a single
or multiple inlet ports and an
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outlet port. 2. Description of the
Prior Art Vortex filters generally
are in the shape of a thin shell
or cylinder, having a central

input port and an external outlet
port. The shell is provided with a

plurality of, usually spiral
filtering elements such as short,

thin, perforated discs which
extend from the cylindrical wall
outwardly. With the exception of
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the U.S. Pat. No. 4,286,027, all
prior art vortex filtration devices

have some type of a filtering
element or media having a

central hole for passing
therethrough the liquid to be

filtered. Vortex filtration devices
function on the principle that the
liquid containing small particles,

either by suspension, or by
being bound to the small
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particles, is provided with an
additional centrifugal force

which dislodges the particles
from the liquid stream. The

Vortex filter, therefore, consists
of a housing, usually of a thin
walled cylindrical or spherical
shell, a rotation mechanism to

impart a rotational motion to the
housing, a filtering element or
media, usually a porous disc,
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and a cover, which
concentrically engages the outer

surface of the cylindrical shell
and serves as a bearing surface

or as a lid for the cylindrical
shell. The filtering element or

media, which extends into and is
attached at one end to the

cylindrical shell, comprises a
perforated disc having a central
hole disposed along the disc to
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conduct a liquid therethrough.
The input tube, which is

attached to the central hole of
the disc, is usually in the form of
a lip which projects radially from

the cylindrical shell, thereby
providing the desired inlet

passageway for the liquid to be
filtered. The rotation mechanism

imparts a rotational motion to
the cylindrical shell, which
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includes the rotation of the inner
filtering element or disc, which

is housed or encapsulated in the
cylindrical shell. The spiral

filtering elements c6a93da74d
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